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ABSTRACT

where K and

The use of predicted fatigue ctack growth bthavior in the
k investigated.
Fromexperiupdating of the fatigue design life
enceandex~rimemal
fatigue
csack
growth
tests
therelationdevelo~d crack size and remaining fatigue life
shipbstweerr

often used with a fksitive lower threshold on M below which

can be established for groups of geometries. The probabilistic
estimated fatigue design life can then be ufxlated from ins~ction results, independent of typ of fatigue model applied. The
updating procedure is demonstrated by use of a probabilistic SN fatigue analysis mcdel where the effects of inspection quality
“and repair philosophy on the fatigue failure probability is investigated.

1.INTRODUCTION
The fatigue failure probability of a welded structure is
usually
estimated
basedon ehherhneafelastic
fracture
mechanCalculations.
Theinitial
esttmates
ics or S-N cume fatigue life

m

are empirical ~nstams, ASCE(2). T’he model is

no damage is assumed to occur.
Usually the amplitude of the stress range is not constant
over the lifetime of the structure. The calculation of the fatigue
damage under vatying loading can & calculated by the MinerF%lrngren model, Mheflj. h is here assumed that the damage
on the structure pr load cycle is constant a~a given stress level
AS, and that the totaf damage the suucture is exfmsed to can be
expressed as the accumulated damage from each load cycle al
different stress range levels, independent of the sequence in
which the stress cycles occur
(2)
where AN k theaccumulated damage over the time ~riod with
,

NLloadcycles.
Combhting
these
equations

forthefatigue
failure
probability
canbe@ated during
thelifetimeofthestructure
through
inspections.
Withtheadditional
information
available
much of theuncertainties
present
at
design stage m removed and improved estimates of the fatigue
kehavior can be made.
It is demonstrated in Madsen et E@).that the probabilistic
ftacture mechanics analysis is easily combined with resufts
fmm ins~ctions. If the fatigue failure probability is estimated
by S-N approach the inspection results can nol explicitly be
applied in the reliability analysis, since the crack size is not
included as a pammeter in the fatigue model. The inspection
r&Sldts
can, however, & included in the fatigue analysis if one
has established a “~Iationship between the developed crack
length and the corresponding fraction of he total design life.
Updated estimates of rhe design life can then IX established
fmm inspection resuhs”and time of inspection.
This pa~r shows how results from inspections can be
used to update the S-N fatigue failure probability by use of full
distribution reliability methods and Bayesian upda[ing technique.

(3)
If the number of load cycles are sufficiently large ~e, sum can
be simplified to the sum of the expscted value of the load pmthestress
range:
ce,ss describing
(4)

The failure criterion is taken as the accumtialed damage
exceeding the critical Miner-Pslmgren damage index AC,where
failure is defined as crack gmwti through the wall thickness.

Conventionally
thedamageindexk hkenasone.The design
life
ofthestructure
against
fati~e
failure
isthen
expressed
as:
T~=

2. MINER-PALMGREN

FATIGUE DAMAGE .MODEL

AK
‘
VOE[(AS)]

where VOis the ZESUcrossing frequency of the loading process in

In S-N approach, the fatigue srzength is expressed in terms
rela[ion, giving”the number of stress cycles N of conofaAS-iv’
stant stress range ASleading to failure:

unit fyem-’].
The safety margin M against fatigue failure within the life-

timeTLofthestructure
N (As)”= K

(5)

is described as:

(1)
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kf=T~-TL=

AK
‘
-TL
vo,E[(AS)q

Iengthhnemter titckness (2c@:
(6)

andthe fatigue failure probability against tirough the ~ickness
crack is:
FF = F( Mso )

(7)

T/TC= h(2c/r)

where/K)istheprobabilistic
function describing W rel;fionship. By defining design life as the time to through the thickness crack the design life can be estimated from the develofxd
csack length 2c, over the rime paiod T as:

\ .,

.T

IrI
themodeling
ofthefad,gue
failure probability it is imprtant
that best estimak rather than conservative estima[es are used for
h empincrd constanrs K and m.

(10)

(11)
The irrspecuon estimated desi~ life, TD,is stochastic due to the

probabilistic
formofh( ).
3. MODEL UPDATING FROM INSPECTION

In service inspections are performed in order to assure that
cracks in the structure, which may be present at
@ existing

The additional information available from inspections is
through the definition of event margins (H) used to update the
estimated design life.

design stage or arise at a later stage during the service time, do
not grow to critical size.
,’The result from an ins~ction is either crack detection or
no detection of a crack. In the case of no crack detection in an
ina~ction, the crack size is smafler than the smaflest detectable
crack size:

For the ins~ction result of no crack detection me event margin
is positive sines the crack size is smaller than the smaflest
detectable crack size kd.

(8)

where2c(Ni) is the crack length af~r N load cycles and Ldis the
smrdlesr detectable crack size. Id is dependent on inspection

H=‘D-

T
h(kjr) 20

(13)

In the case of he detection of& crack of size 1~ Lheevent margin is zero

method and procedures applied (visual, MPI, etc.). Ld is generally random since a crack only is, as a function of the size of
whh a terrain
probability.
Thedisnibution
the crack, detected
ofk~k modeled
m theprobability
ofdetection [POD) function
for the inspection medrod applied.
In the case of crack detection the size of the detecled crack
Lti is measured:
2C(NJ)= Lm

H= TD-~
=0
h(l~lr)

The updated fatigue failure probability based on s inspections
with no crack detection in the firm r of these inspections and
crack detection in the last s-r inspections is e.g. expressed as

PF=P(MSOllflMIn., n~ra

(9)
.

where Lm is the observed crack length after N load cycles. 1m is
sdso usuafly random since accurate determination of the
delected crack length might be difticuh due to possible mewurement errors and errors in the interpretations of measurement
signals.
TO apply the inspection results in the updating of the
estimated fatigue design life of she strucmre, it is necessary to
define a model describing the relationship fxtween the crack
growth over the exposed time pied and the remaining time to
fatigue failure.
Tweed and Frcedmant’) have established a relationship
fxtween develo~d crack size and remaining fatigue life for
tubular joints based on experimental results. Equivalcm relationships could be established for other groups of geometries.
The model assumes it possible to express the design life, or the
time so through the thickness crack, as a probabilistic function

of thenormalized
developed
cracklengrh.
From inspection
results
therelative
remaining
fatigue
life
ofthecom~nentis
estimated.
Thisestimated
remaining
fatigue
fife
canthenbe
applied
toupdate
theoriginal
design
life
estimate.
Themodelis
extended
tohtclude
theeffect
ofcrack
initiation
timeandinitial
csack
size.
Fmm theexperimental
data,
theendurancdendurance
to
through
thethickness
cracking
(T/T~can ix probabilistically
descritxd
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as a function of the normalized surface crack

(14)

F(MSOn

H,20n..
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The effect of crack initiation is included in the model by
tbe definition of an initial crack size LOand a crack initiation
time TO.The event margin is then
,.
T-T
H= TD- ~(2c,1)_ & .;l) ( 1- h(kJi) ) - TO
0

(16)

.

The uncertainties involved in the estimation of tie initial crack
size and the ctack initiation time can h included in the pmbabflisric fatigue anafysis by random modeling ‘of these parameters.
In the case of repair of a detected crack A, at rime T,,c the
safety and evmtt margins are modeled as
Safety Margin:
A,K,,P

M= ( T,tp+ TDrtp)- TL= T,<,+

– TL

(17)

VOE[(4S)=]

Krepand m,,p are the materiaf parameters after repair and
TDmpistheestintatid design life after repair.

where

Event MargirI H at time of repain
Trep
H= TDL—=
h(lmp/r)

o

(18)

,

Event Ma@n I-ifor ins~ctiom

at time after repair

-No newcrack
detection;
T-T
$
Hrtp=T D,,p–~>o
h(kdtt)

(19)

-New crack detecdon:
Tj– Twp
H,,p= TDrep
- —
=0
h(ln)t)

(20)

The dependence in the estimated design life kefore and
after repair, TDand TDmp,is included in the analysis by defining
a correlation twwmn these time estimates directly or by introducing a correlation matrix describhg the relationship among
the material parametem KX,CPmm,,P”and txtween the loading
promsses Ixfore and after repair. The combined etTect of crack
initiation at design stage and afso crack initiation after repair is
modeled by combkting the event margin defined in Eq.( 16) with
fhe event margins descrifxd ahve.

T -TO
H=TD– ~(k ; _ ~(k ,,, ( 1 -h(L&,Jr) ) - T,r,p= O (21)
rep
o
Event Margin H for inspscrions at time after repain
- No new crack detection:
Ti - Tmp– Tw,p
/l(A&/t)- h(&/1)

The evacuation of the parallel-system defined in Eq. 15 is
approximated by a linearization through the joint design pint
for the safety and event margins and by use of the muhinormal
distribution. The failure probability of the paratlel-system can
then b approximated as,
(24)

PF = 3(-E p)

where ~ is the vector of the first order reliability indexes for the
safety and event margins of tie parallel-system, p is the correlation matrix for these margins and ~ is the standardized multinormal distribution. A more detailed description of this
approximation and the the modeling of the event margins with
equality consuaints
is given in Madsen(s).
The evaluation of the fatigue failure probabilities in the
mrmericaf examples were carried out by applying the computer

Event Margin H at time of repair

H-= TDtip-

spam- divides this space into a safe set and a failure set, and tie
failure probability is the probability contence of the failure se~
M(3s O. In the first order reliability method the limit stale surface is approximated by a tangent hypa-plane through the pint
on the limit srate surface closest to the origin, defined m design
@r-1[.

( 1 -h(L&CP/t)) - Tb,P 20 (22)

- New crack detection:
T-T
-T
HMP= TD,ep- ~(~ ,{):h(A 0“’,1)( 1-h(XO,CJ/)) - T,,,p = O (23)
*+
w
where TMPis fhe time of repair and TOand To,,ois rhc crack ini-

tiation
timeatdesign stage and after repair. ?-.;.,is the length of
the repaired c&ck, k. and lb,p are the initiaf crack sizes at
design stage and after repair and la and k., are the smallest

detectable
crack
size
andthedetected
crack
sheatinspections
after
repair
hasbeenpaforrned.
compared to weldTheeffect
ofcrack
“repair
by grinding
ing camb modeled by assuming a longer crack initiation pa-iod
tierrepair
To~pusing,
thegnnd~ng method and by applying
equivalent materiaf parheters before and after repair. A more
general situation including inspections of several locations with
potential crack growth can ke considered applying the same
updating procedure. Dependence among basic variables refrxring to different locations, as loading process and matetial
parameters must then, however, be included in the model.
4. RELIABILITY METHOD

The reliability,method applied for evacuating the failure
probability is the fuw order reliability method (FORM). This
method is reviewed Thoroughly in Madsen et aftsj and only a
short summary is given here,
In full distribution reliability methods Lhebasic stochastic
variables ~ definding the safety margins are transformed into a
andstandardized normal variables ~= T(i?),
set of independent
where T(5 is this transformation. The limit state surface in U-

pmgmrn PROBAN, Olesen and SkjongP).

5. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

A pmbabilisfic fatigue analysis of a tubular joint is FCrformed. The distribution of the parameters involved in the
anafysis are choosen to exemplify the method and do not necessarily represent a real life situation.
The surface crack development data presented in Tweed
and Freedman(4)are applied in the probabilistic analysis. These
data descrilx the probabilistic endurance/endurance to timugh
the thickness cracking as a function of the normalized surface
crack Iengtldmemlmr thickness, see Figure1,From a regression
analysis
ofthese
data,
HannaandKarsan(s)
csdmatedthemean
and standard
deviation
of therelative
remaining
jointfatigue
life
tobt:
E[h(2.c/~)]= 0,383 (2c/’I)(l
3‘j

(25)

SD[h(2c/1)]= 0.143 (2c/t)il
~odj
The pmbab~tistic distribution describhrg the rtlativc remaining
joint life will “necessarilybe Immded by Oand 1, and a Beta distribution with these bounds and tie expressions for the mean
and standard deviation given almve is applied to descriix tie
distribution of the relative remaining joint fatigue life as a function of the crack length,
fJx)

=

1
1
(b-&’)j@-U)’-p’

(x-a)’-’ (b-x~-p’(26)
du

o
wherYa and b are me lower and up~r bunds and the parameters r and s we estimated fmm the expressions of the mean and
srartdard deviation
E[x] = a+(b-u) ~

(27)

F i(s-r)
SD[X]= (b-cl) –—
s fr(~+l)

anafysis based on ins~ction results
The updating Ofthefatigue
cart fW fwformed with the stress range distributkm resulting
from a derailed uncertainty modeling of the envimnmentaf con-
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dh,ions, load model, global respnse and stress cafcuation. h is,
however, extremely time saving to calibrate a stress range dis-

tribution
withasmaller
numbw ofrandomVariables.
A Weibull
distribution
k selected
(28)

FM(I) = 1- exp[ –( ;)B ]

the mean minus two swndati deviations of loglON.Best estimate
vafues rather than consmvative values should k chosen on the
material parameters in a probabilistic anafysis and randomized
mean values are here applied. Department of Energy suggest the
following mathematical form of the design S-N curve for tubularjoink in seawater with cathodic protection

distribution
paameters
h thereliability
analysis
toinclude
the
uncertainties
involved
inestimation
ofthelongterm
stress
disA joint normaf distribution for (bL4,1/B) is selected,
tribution
typically
representing
theloading
candkion
fora NorthSea
jacket
structure,
MadsenandSorensen[g).
p[hlA,l/B] = -0.79
E[h.4]=-l.60,
@A] =0.22,

(29)

(32)

log,O(N)= log,O(K)- m loglO(AS)

asrandom
where the WeibuU pamrneters A and B are defined

= 12.16-3.0 Iog,O(AJ)-:

log,0(~/32)

wheti the last term is the thickness correction factor and r is fhe
tbichess in mm through which the potential crack will grow.
The loglO(K)was herk mdeled as ?4(12.66,0.24).The damage

k mcdeled whh a coefficient of variation of 0.20 tO
measure, A,,
include the uircwtainties involved in dererming the Miner sum
at through the thickness chck.

E[l/B] = 1.31, a[l/B] = 0.14

range
isalso
random due to the
The m ‘th momentofrhesmess
random distribution pamrnetem
(30)

E[(AS)”] =Arnr(]+ :)

The probability of fatigue failure as a function of years in
semice based”on a S-N fatigue analysis is shown in Figure 2.
No initial crack defector crack initiation period were ‘“”’’--”
The results are expressed in terms of a reliability
which is uniquely related to the failure probability as
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Flg.1:

Database for surfaw crack development
in tubutar joint fatigue tests, Tweed and
Freeman.

The inspctipn quatity is modeled by treating the detectable crack length Ld as a. stochastic variable. The probability of
detection curve POD is assumed to be of ex~nential form

~onoml~

Year

From inqmctions more info~ation shut the fatigue &havior
wilf be gsined and Mme of me uncertainties in the modeling
will be reduced. F@’e 3, 4 and 5 show how the reliability
index chari~es based on MPI inspections with a=6.21, Cr=l8.63
~d a=55.89 and no crock detections. The time of inspections
are based “on a maximum P%titable failure probability of 10~
over rhe lifetime of the s~cture. The figures show that a higher
inspction quahty gives more confidence in the inspection
results, higher estimated refinability of the strucrure and then
longer inspection intervals.
Figure 6 shows the chzmge in the reliability index based

P~kt = FJJJ

= 1- ev(-~)

(31)

The pammeter a adjusts the crack detectability of the inspection. The numericaf example is based on an 0.=6.21, ct=18.63
and -55.89 modeling an MPI inspection with 80% probability
Of detecting a crack of length 10 mm, 30 mm and 90 mm. To
include
confidence lmmds on the POD curve the parameter a
canbe modeled as a random variable.
The S-N curves are founded on statistical analysis of

appropriate
expaimental
data.
Theyconsist
oflinear
relationships
lxtween
log# andlog,
ON.Thedesign curve is defined as
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on inspection
withdetection of a crock of size 16 mm and 50
mm after 18 years of service. For both observations, we are seeing a drastic reduction of the estimated reliability index, indicating ~ high probability for a ~rough the thickness crack wi~n
tie lifetime of the structure, untess a repair is perforated.
F@E 7 and 8 indicate the effect of weld repair md grind.
repair of a detected 50 mm long crack, with no crack detection
atihefirst
in.s~ction after repair, Weld repair is modeled by
kssurning “independent, identically distribute. material parametem kfore and after repair, witi no crack initia~ion pried.
Grind repair is modeled by assuming identicat material pamrne-
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80% probability of detecting a crack of
length 10 mm.

length 16 mm and 50 mm after 18 years
of service.
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of weld repaired detected

Ye&

crack of length 50 mm after 18 years of
service, with no new crack detection for
inspction
with 80% probability of
detectig a crack of length 10 mm.

80% probability
ofdetectk~
a crack
of
length
30mm.
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No crack detection for in.qxction with
80% probability of detecting a crack of
length 90 mm.
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o
Fig.&
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hts~tion
of grind repaid detected ‘eW
crack of length 50 mm after 18 years of
detection
for
service, with no new crack
inspction
with 80% probability of
detecting a crack of length 10 mm.

100

teCSkforeandafter
repair and a Lognormaldistributed crack
initiation pwiod wi~ me~ v~ue ]O years and a coefficient of
variation equal to 0.5. The crackinitiation
period
isinaddhion
ancgalivc
modeled as a function
of fhe stress range by applying
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OLESEN R. and SKJONG R., “PROBAN-2 Users
Manual”. Technical Rept,
VeriLas Research, H@vik,
Norway, 1990

correlation
lxtwemt
stress
range
process
andrhccrack
initiation
time.
Theresults
forgrind repair are here highly deyndcnt on

8

HANNA S.Y. and KARSAN D.]., “FaLigue Data for Reliability Based Offshore Platform Inspection and Repair”,
1990

the choice of crack initiation period. The reliability level of
grind repair will after some ~ime fall &low the level of weld
repair due to the assumption of iderrtica,l material parametem
&fore and after repair in che case of grind repair.

9

MADSEN, H.O. and SORENSEN, J.D., Pmbability.Based Optimization
of Fatigue
Design,
lnspec~ion
and
Integfity of s~cturc$ WIIMaintenance.
Proceedings,

6. CONCLUSION

..

,.
An anaf~ical procedure has been developed to incorpmate
and repair o~rations into S-N cuve
resufts ftomhs~ctions
based evahsations of fatigue reliability. The procedure is
founded on an expenmerttaf]y based relationship between surfsiee crack length and the cyclic stmins required to cause complete separation of the weld.
Numerical analyses of an example tubular joint in a North
Sea platform indicate the critical im~rrance of the inspection
method and procedure in providing a basis for determining
inspection intervals. Inspection intervals are reduced by a fac~or
of two when the 80 pmxnt POD a crack of length 10 mm is
changed to 90 mm. There is lirde definitive information available to define reasonable POD curves for in-service structures
using various practical inspection methods and procedures. This
is an imp-tam area for additional research.
Similarly, LhenuMerical results incfica[e the importance of
theeffectiveness
ofrepairs
oninspection
S.Swtnptiotta regarding
imervak and fatigue reliability. Again, definitive information
for characterizing the effectiveness of various types of repaim
(particularity
thosemade underwater)
dms notexist.
Thisk
alsoanim~rtant area for additional research.
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